APPENDIX.
GUJARATI PROSODY.
Classical Metres—Sandhis—Gujaratl Metres—Desi—Garabi—Modern Experi-
ments.
Gujarat! verse is in (a) classical metres, (b) metres from
ApabhranSa, and (c) de£i melodies. The classical metres are (i) Aksha-
rachandas, (ii) Matrachandas and (iii) Anushtubh.1 For the purpose
of Gujarat! prosody metres can be more appropriately classified on
the basis of rhythm or mela. The unit of rhythm is sandhi, the
rhythmic foot.2 It is an aggregate of syllables on the last of which
falls the tala, or the time-beat, essential for rhythmic utterance.
Sandhis are constituted of a fixed number of (i) syllables or aksharas;
(ii) of rupa, or a fixed syllabic quantity (long or short); (iii) of
Matras, or morae, substitution of a long for two short syllables or
vice versa being freely resorted to; (iv) and of laya, a time compass
consisting of syllables which could be recited between two time*beats
or talas.
The number of lines, difference in the length or the nature of
sandhis, or a difference in their order, in each verse, results in
different metres. The metres are called aksharamela, rupamela,
matramela, or layamela chandas according to the nature of the
sandhi which predominates in the verse.
 1.	Aksharmelas include Kavita, Manahara and Ghanakshari'.
 2.	Rupamela, based on syllabic quantity, include many of the
classical v^ttas.   In the course of a line, the same sandhi may be
repeated as in Totaka, or, it may be different as in Mandakranta,
 3.	In matramela, eight different sandhis are generally used, but
substitution of two shorts for a long or vice versa is permissible.
These metres are found in Samsktfa, Prakfta and Apabhraisa litera-
ture.   Arya and Giti are in this class.
 4.	In   layamela,    syllables  are often arbitrarily lengthened,
shortened or suppressed to suit time and yields great freedom.   Even
1 Keith, History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 417. Apte, Dictionary of Sanskrit,
Appendix I.
2. For detailed discussion of the scheme, vide D. B. Keshavlal Dhruva's
learned treatise, Pofyaracanano ItWasa, (1932).

